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ABSTRACT
In recent years, significant research efforts have been spent towards
building intelligent and user-friendly IoT systems to enable a new
generation of applications capable of performing complex sensing
and recognition tasks. In many of such applications, there are usu-
ally multiple different sensors monitoring the same object. Each of
these sensors can be regarded as an information source and pro-
vides us a unique “view” of the observed object. Intuitively, if we
can combine the complementary information carried by multiple
sensors, we will be able to improve the sensing performance. To-
wards this end, we propose DeepFusion, a unified multi-sensor deep
learning framework, to learn informative representations of hetero-
geneous sensory data. DeepFusion can combine different sensors’
information weighted by the quality of their data and incorporate
cross-sensor correlations, and thus can benefit a wide spectrum of
IoT applications. To evaluate the proposed DeepFusion model, we
set up two real-world human activity recognition testbeds using
commercialized wearable and wireless sensing devices. Experiment
results show that DeepFusion can outperform the state-of-the-art
human activity recognition methods.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→ Supervised learning by clas-
sification; • Computer systems organization → Sensor net-
works.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, significant research efforts have been spent towards
building intelligent and user-friendly IoT (Internet of Things) sys-
tems upon interconnected computing and sensing devices, so as to
enable a new generation of applications capable of performing com-
plex sensing and recognition tasks that can support a new realm of
interactions between humans and their physical surroundings. In
many of such applications, there are usually multiple different sen-
sors monitoring the same object. Consider a real world health-care
scenario where smart sensors are deployed to monitor the daily
activities of patients, not only the devices carried by the monitored
subject, such as smartphone, smart watch, and smart glasses, but
also the wireless devices placed in the room where the subject is
living, such as laptop and iPad, can provide useful information
characterizing the subject’s activities. Each of these devices can
be regarded as an information source and provides us a unique
“view” of the observed subject. Intuitively, if we can combine the
complementary information carried by multiple sensors, we will
be able to improve the activity recognition accuracy.

However, to unleash the power of multi-sensor information, we
have to address a series of challenges. First, different sensors may
provide heterogeneous data. On one hand, different modalities of
sensory data (e.g., acceleration readings, WiFi signal, ultrasound,
and visible light) may be collected concurrently for the recognition
of same activities. On the other hand, difference sensors may have
different data collecting patterns (e.g., sampling rate, transmission
rate, signal strength), and this will add further heterogeneity to
the information extracted from different devices. Second, different
sensors may carry different amount of information, due to various
reasons such as the quality of hardware, the location where the
sensor is placed, as well as background noise. An ideal data fusion
approach should be able to capture the variance in data quality
among the sensors and rely on more informative ones. Third, the
information provided by different sensors may be correlated with
each other, and thus it is necessary to capture and incorporate such
cross-sensor correlation into the data fusion model.

To tackle the above challenges, we propose to adopt deep learn-
ing techniques, which have been proved to be effective on noisy
and heterogeneous big data. In this paper, we develop a deep
learning framework, named DeepFusion, to integrate heteroge-
neous sensory data. In this model, we utilize a CNN-based Sensor-
Representation module to preserve the unique characteristics of
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each sensor view while uniform the dimensionality of heteroge-
neous inputs. A Weighted-Combination module is developed to
estimate the quality of information contributed by each sensor
and combine multi-sensor features in a weighted manner. We also
construct a Cross-Sensor module to extract and incorporate cross-
sensor correlation features into our model. Taking the advantage
of multi-sensor structure, the proposed model is able to not only
make full use of data collected by the sensors with different levels
of quality, but also characterize different patterns of the data across
different sensor views.

In this paper, we will use a representative sensing task: Human
Activity Recognition (HAR), which plays an important role in awide
range of real-world IoT applications such as smart home, health care
and fitness tracking, as an example to illustrate our proposed Deep-
Fusion framework. Though being focused on the HAR application
in our presentation, the proposed framework can be generalized
to benefit many other IoT applications that involve classification
or recognition tasks. In order to evaluate the proposed DeepFu-
sion framework, we conduct extensive real-world experiments on
both wearable device based and device-free human activity recogni-
tion applications. Experimental results demonstrate that our model
outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms significantly, which
illustrates the effectiveness of the proposed DeepFusion model. We
summarize the contributions of this paper as follows:

• We identify the opportunities as well as challenges in the
fusion of heterogeneous multi-sensor data.

• We propose DeepFusion, a unified multi-sensor deep learn-
ing framework, to learn informative representations of het-
erogeneous sensory data. DeepFusion can combine different
sensors’ information weighted by the quality of their data
and incorporate cross-sensor correlations to improve the
sensing performance.

• We set up two testbeds using COTS (i.e., commercial off-
the-shelf) wearable (smartphone, smart watch, and Shimmer
sensor1) and wireless (WiFi and acoustic) sensing devices,
and collect real-world human activity data. We empirically
show that the proposed DeepFusion model can effectively
recognize activities and outperform the state-of-the-art hu-
man activity recognition methods on the collected dataset.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we provide an overview of the DeepFusion system
using human activity recognition as an illustrative example. The
DeepFusion system takes the raw sensing data (e.g., accelerometer
data, WiFi/Ultrasound signals) as the input and outputs inferred
activities of the monitored subject. As shown in Figure 1, Deep-
Fusion consists of three major components: (1) data collection, (2)
data preprocessing, and (3) classification.

2.1 Data Collection
The major function of the data collection component is to collect
various raw sensory data from heterogeneous wearable sensors
or wireless sensing devices and forward them to the data prepro-
cessing component. In our prototype DeepFusion system, we build
two testbeds using COTS wearable (smartphone, smart watch, and
1http://www.shimmersensing.com/

Figure 1: The Overview of DeepFusion System.
Shimmer sensor) and wireless (WiFi and acoustic) sensing devices
to collect human activity data. In real practice, a subject may be
equipped with multiple wearable sensing devices, and different
wireless sensing devices may be placed in different places of an
indoor environment. Each of these devices can be regarded as an
information source that monitors the observed subject.

2.2 Data Preprocessing
The function of this component is to generate the data that can
be directly fed to the proposed deep learning model. After being
collected, the raw sensory data or signals are stored in some specifi-
cally formatted files (e.g., wav format for audio data) by the sensing
devices. The raw data are first extracted and aligned from those files.
Then to remove noise, we take several procedures to preprocess the
extracted data, such as resizing, normalization, standardization, etc.
After that, to generate a dataset with a predefined data size, we also
segment the data into non-overlapping pieces and make Fourier
transform. The generated dataset is then fed to the proposed deep
learning model for classification.

2.3 Classification
The processed activity data are still very complex, i.e, high-
dimensional, noisy and heterogeneous. This makes it extremely
difficult for traditional machine learning algorithms to characterize
the underlying patterns of such data. To address this challenge, we
make use of deep learning techniques which have been proved effec-
tive for extracting representations from complex data. In particular,
we propose a deep learning framework that not only considers the
quality of data collected from different sensors, but also incorpo-
rates the relationships among different sensor views. The details of
the proposed DeepFusion model are described in Section 3. With
the processed heterogeneous sensory data, our model is able to
significantly improve the recognition performance by learning in-
formative representations of different human activities.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we introduce DeepFusion, a unified multi-sensor
deep learning framework for human activity recognition with
heterogeneous data as inputs. The architecture of the proposed
model is illustrated in Figure 2. It includes three modules: Sensor-
Representation (SR) Module, Weighted-Combination (WC) Module
and Cross-Sensor (CS) Module. In the following subsections, we
detail these modules, respectively.

For the rest of this paper, all matrices and tensors are denoted
by bold upper-case characters (e.g., weight matrix W), vectors
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Figure 2: The Architecture of DeepFusion Model.

are represented by bold lower-case characters (e.g., bias vector b),
and scalar numbers are denoted by regular characters (e.g., hyper-
parameter a).

3.1 Sensor-Representation Module
In practice, the collected multi-sensor data can be represented as
a collection of heterogeneous continuous time series consisting
of several non-uniformly sampled signals. In order to preserve the
unique characteristics of each sensor while uniform the dimension-
ality of different sensors’ inputs, we present a CNN-based module
to learn sensor-representations from raw heterogeneous data. The
efficiency and effectiveness of CNN block make it an ideal build-
ing component for our activity recognition framework. The CNN
blocks are able to transform the raw data into a low dimensional
space representation with the same size, meanwhile enhance the
ability of feature expression. In CNN, the convolutional layers with
sets of flexible filters and strides are the most important parts for
reshaping the data, and the pooling layers can also be appended
to down-sampling the input data. In our model, we need to set
several parameters when constructing the stacked CNN blocks for
different sensors. Specifically, we assume that the input data con-
tains N sensing node {X1, · · · ,Xi , · · · ,XN }. Given the input data
of the i-th sensing node, denoted as Xi , we first obtain its sensor
representation through stacked CNN blocks (i.e.,CNNi ), as follows:

Si = CNNi (Xi ;θi ),

where function CNNi denote the stacked CNN blocks specified for
each input matrix Xi , and θi is the parameters to be learned for the
corresponding stacked CNN blocks. In our model, the activation
function ReLU , batch normalization and dropout technique are also

leveraged in CNN blocks. The sensor representations extracted
from all the sensing nodes, denoted as {S1, . . . , Si , . . . , SN }, are
used to represent the heterogeneous inputs in a high-level feature
space with the same size.

Subsequently, in order to unify the dimensions of features as
inputs for the other two modules, we further reformat the learned
hidden representations using poolinд and f latten operations. Re-
garding the input of Weighted-Combination Module, on one hand,
we use the poolinд operation as follows:

Fi = Pooling(Si ).
The poolinд operation helps us reduce the input feature size into
a proper one to calculate numeral weights, which are then fed to
RNN . For the Cross-Sensor Module, on the other hand, we adopt
the f latten operation to obtain a cross-sensor input vector hi of
the i-th sensor, as follows:

hi = Flatten(Si ).
In this way, even though the dimensionality of raw data is dif-

ferent across sensors, the proposed model is able to adopt the cor-
responding CNN blocks for different sensors with various sets of
parameters to uniform the heterogeneous inputs. It finally leads
the model to learning informative sensor representations.

3.2 Weighted-Combination Module
Different sensors may carry different amount of information, due
to various reasons such as the type of the sensing signal, the quality
of hardware, the distance and angle to the observed object, as well
as the ambient noise and setting. An ideal activity recognition ap-
proach should be able to capture the variance in data quality among
different sensors and rely on more informative ones to achieve better
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perfformance.Towardthfisend,weproposeaWefighted-Combfinatfion
modufletoestfimatethequaflfityofffinfformatfion(refferredtoasquafl-
fitywefight)contrfibutedbyeachsensorandcombfinemufltfi-sensor
finfformatfionfinawefightedmanner.
ThebasficfideaoffourWefighted-Combfinatfionmoduflefisderfived

basedontheattentfionmechanfism[10,13,18,37,46].Theatten-
tfionmechanfismfisawefightedaggregatfionmethodthatfiswfidefly
usedffortheappflficatfionoffmachfinetransflatfion[5],computervfi-
sfion[14,35],anddfiseasepredfictfion[29,49].However,tradfitfionafl
attentfionmechanfismfisbasedontheassumptfionthatonflyaffew
vfiewsarereflatedtothetaskgoafl.Asaresuflt,fittendstoassfign
cflose-to-zerowefighttomostoffthevfiews.Inthescenarfiooffhu-
manactfivfityrecognfitfion,however,suchassumptfiondoesnothofld,
sfinceasfignfificantportfionoffthesensorsmayprovfidefinfformatfive
observatfions.
Toaddressthfischaflflenge,weproposeanewwefight-assfignment

strategytoffuflflyutfiflfizethemufltfi-sensorfinfformatfion.Gfiventhe
flearnedwefight-combfinatfionfinputmatrfices{F1,···,Ffi,···,FN},
tocaflcuflatethequaflfitywefightoffeachsensor,wefirstempfloya
pooflfingflayerandtheflattenoperatfiontoobtafinthefirencodfingvec-
tors{u1,···,ufi,···,uN},respectfivefly.Inpartficuflar,theencodfing
vectoroffthefi-thsensoruficanbeobtafinedby:

ufi=Fflatten(Ffi).

Next,thequaflfitywefightoffthefi-thsensoreficanbecaflcuflatedusfing
theffoflflowfingfformufla:

efi= w
wc⊺ufi+b

wc /flwwc , (1)

wherewwcandbwcaretheparameterstobeflearned,andflwwc

denotestheflengthofftheencodfingvectorufi.AccordfingtoEq.(1),
wecanthenobtafinanormaflfizedquaflfitywefightαfi,asffoflflows:

αfi=
α̃fi

jα̃j
,

whereα̃fidenotestherescafledquaflfitywefightusfingasfigmofid-based
ffunctfion:

α̃fi=
a

1+exp(−efi/b)
+c, (2)

wherea,b,andcarethepredefinedhyper-parameters.InEq.(2),the
upper-boundvaflueandflower-boundvaflueofftherescafledwefights
area+candc,respectfivefly.bdetermfinesthesflopeofftheffunctfion
nearzerovaflue.Insuchaway,thevarfianceoffnormaflfizedquaflfity
wefightsamongaflflthesensorscanbereducedbysettfingapproprfiate
hyper-parameters.Thus,ourmodeflcanfincorporatemoresensors
torecognfizeactfivfitfies.Basedonthenormaflfizedquaflfitywefights
offaflflthesensors{α1,···,αfi,···,αN},thesensorcombfinatfion
matrfixCcanbecaflcuflatedusfingwefightedaggregatfion:

C=
fi

αfi⊙Ffi, (3)

where⊙denotestheeflement-wfisemufltfipflficatfion.
Toffurtherrepresentsensorcombfinatfionasavector,weappflfieda

2-flayerstackedGatedRecurrentUnfit(GRU)tocaflcuflatetheoutput
vectorofftheWefighted-CombfinatfionModuflerwc,asffoflflows:

H1:L=GRU(C1:L;ϕ), (4)

rwc=
fl

Hfl, (5)

whereLdenotesthecoflumnflengthoffmatrfix,Hflfistheoutputvec-
torsoffGRU,andϕdenotesaflfltheparametersoffGRU.Thenrwcfis
obtafinedbyadoptfingthesummatfionoperatfionontheoutputvec-
torsoffGRU.Inthfisway,ourmodeflcanffuflflyutfiflfizethemufltfi-sensor
finfformatfionbycapturfingthevarfianceamongdfifferentsenrosand
reflyfingonmorefinfformatfiveones.

3.3 Cross-SensorModufle

Theabovemodufle,thoughbefingabfletocombfinemufltfi-sensor
finfformatfion,treatseachsensorfindependentflyandfignoresthecor-
reflatfionsamongthem.Inthetaskoffhumanactfivfityrecognfitfion,
dfifferentsensorsmayprovfidecorreflatedfinfformatfion.Iffwecan
captureandfincorporatethecross-sensorcorreflatfionfintothedeep
flearnfingfframework,wewfiflflbeabfletorecognfizemoregenerafl
patternsandffurtherfimprovemodeflperfformance.Cflearfly,sfimpfly
concatenatfingtherawfinputffeaturestogethermaynotbeenough
fformodeflstoyfiefldrobustandaccurateresuflts.Totackflethfischafl-
flenge,weproposeaCross-Sensormodufletoprovfidecompflemen-
taryfinfformatfiontothewefighted-combfinatfionffeatures.
Inthfis modufle, gfiventhecross-sensorfinput vectors

{h1,···,hfi,···,hN},thecorreflatfionvectoroffthefi-thsen-
sor,denotedasvfi,canbeobtafinedasffoflflows:

vfi=ffW
v
fi
⊺[̃hfi,1⊕h̃fi,2⊕···⊕h̃fi,N]+b

v
fi ,

where⊕denotestheconcatenatfionoperator,Wvfiandb
v
fiarethe

flearnabfleparametersoffFCcvfi (fi.e.,asfingfleflayerffuflflyconnected

neuraflnetwork),andh̃fi,jdenotesthecorreflatfionbetweensensorj
andsensorfimeasuredbyeflement-wfisedfifference[30]:

h̃fi,j=hj−hfi.

NotethatthereareN−1correspondfingcorreflatfionsfintotafl,sfince
theseflff-correflatfionfisfignored.
Basedonthecorreflatfionvectors{v1,···,vfi,···,vN},wecan

thenobtafintheoutputvectorofftheCross-SensorModuflercvby
adoptfingtheaveragfingoperatfion:

rcv=
1

N
fi

vfi.

Inthfisway,wecancapturethecorreflatfionsacrossmufltfi-sensor
sensfingdatafinaflowdfimensfionaflspace.Dfifferentffromthe
Wefighted-CombfinatfionModufleusfingwefightedcombfinatfionop-
eratfiontomergeffeaturesamongsensors,hereweuseaveragfing
operatfionsfinceeachcorreflatfionvectorencodesthecorreflatfion
offsensors.Thus,fitfisunnecessarytodfistfingufishthefimportance
amongthem.

3.4 ModeflObjectfive

GfiventheoutputvectorsofftheWefighted-CombfinatfionandCross-
SensorModufles,weconcatenatethemtogetherandusethesofftmax
flayertoderfivethepredfictfionoffthej-thtrafinfingsampfle:

ỹcj=sofftmaxW
s⊺ rwcj ⊕r

cv
j +bs ,

whereWsandbsaretheparameterstobeflearned.Wethenuse
cross-entropytocaflcuflatethefloss,theoveraflflflossLcfisdefinedas:

Lc=−
j

yjflogỹ
c
j +(1−yj)flog1−ỹ

c
j ,
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whereyjfisthegroundtruthoffthej-thtrafinfingsampfle.
Notethatthequaflfityoffsensorrepresentatfionsfishfighflydepen-

dentonthetrafinfingofftheWefighted-CombfinatfionModufle.Sfince
theCross-SensorModufleonflyextractthecorreflatfionsamongsen-
sors,thequaflfityoffcorreflatfionvectorsreflyhfighflyonthequaflfity
offsensorrepresentatfions.Facfingthecompflficatedmoduflereflatfion-
shfips,wetakefintoaccounttheflocaflflossoffeachmodufletobaflance
thefirfinteractfionsfintheunfifiedtrafinfingprocedure.
TheflocaflflossofftheWefighted-CombfinatfionModufleLwcusfing

cross-entropyfisdefinedas:

ỹwcj =sofftmaxW
ywc⊺rwcj +b

ywc ,

Lwc=−
j

yjflogỹ
wc
j +(1−yj)flog1−ỹ

wc
j .

TheflocaflflossofftheCross-SensorModufleLwcfisdefinedas:

ỹcsj=sofftmaxW
ycs⊺rcsj+b

ycs ,

Lcs=−
j

yjflogỹ
cs
j +(1−yj)flog1−ỹ

cs
j .

Totrafinaunfifiedmodefl,thefinaflflossffunctfionoffourDeepFusfion
modeflLfisdefinedas:

L=Lc+βLwc+γLcv, (6)

whereβandγarehyper-parameterstocontroflthecontrfibutfionoff
eachflocaflflossffunctfion.

4 EXPERIMENTS

Inthfissectfion,weusereafl-worfldhumanactfivfityrecognfitfion
testbedstoevafluateourproposedDeepFusfionmodefl.Wefirstfin-
troducethestate-off-the-arthumanactfivfityrecognfitfionapproaches
asbaseflfines.Then,weconductexperfimentsonhumanactfivfitydata
coflflectedffromtwotestbedsusfingCOTSwearabfle(smartphone,
smartwatch,andShfimmersensor)andwfirefless(WfiFfiandacoustfic)
sensfingdevfices.

4.1 Baseflfines

ToffafirflyevafluatetheperfformanceofftheproposedDeepFusfion
modefl,weusetheffoflflowfingmodeflsasbaseflfines:

SVM[11].SupportVectorMachfine(SVM)fisawfideflyadopted
supervfisedmachfineflearnfingmodefl.Therearesomestudfies[41,
45,50]empfloyfingSVMmodeflfforhumanactfivfityrecognfitfiontask.
SfincestandardflfinearSVMmodeflfisabfinarycflassfifier,weuseone-
vs-aflflSVMfforourmufltfi-cflasscflassfificatfiontask.Intheexperfiments,
weflattendataffromaflflsensorsfintoasfingfleffeaturevectorandffeed
fittotheSVMmodefl.

DeepSense[47].DeepSensefisthestate-off-the-artdeepflearnfing
modeflfforthecflassfificatfionoffmufltfi-sensordata.Thearchfitecture
offDeepSensefincfludesthreeflayersoffflocaflCNN,threeflayersoff
gflobaflCNNandtwoflayersoffGRU.Inourexperfiments,weffoflflow
thesettfingsofforfigfinaflpaper.Specfificaflfly,oneachconvoflutfionafl
flayer,thenumberofffifltersfis64andthesfizeofffifltersfissetto3×3.
Inaddfitfion,dropoutandbatchnormtechnoflogfiesareaflsoused.

DeepFusfionVarfiants.TheproposedDeepFusfionmodeflconsfid-
ersnotonflythevaryfingcontrfibutfionsoffdfifferentsensors,butaflso
thecorreflatfionacrosssensors.Therearethreemoduflesfinthepro-
posedDeepFusfion,fincfludfingtheSensor-Representatfionmodufle
(refferredtoasSR),theWefighted-Combfinatfionmodufle(refferred
toasWC)andCross-Sensormodufle(refferredtoasCS).Thus,we
proposetwosfimpflfifiedmodeflsasbaseflfines:

•SR+Avg.weusetheSensor-Representatfionmodufletoobtafin
therepresentatfionsoffsensorydata,andthenaverageaflflthe
sensorrepresentatfions.Moreover,affuflflyconnectedflayer
fisempfloyedtoreducefitsdfimensfion.Ffinaflfly,weusethe
reducedrepresentatfiontomakepredfictfions.
•SR+WC.Inthfisbaseflfine,weusetheSensor-Representatfion
modufleandtheWefighted-Combfinatfionmodufletogetherto
recognfizehumanactfivfitfies.

4.2 ExperfimentsOnWearabfleSensorData

Inthfissectfion,weevafluatetheproposedDeepFusfionmodeflbased
onareafl-worfldactfivfitydatasetcoflflectedffrommufltfipflewearabfle
sensorspflacedondfifferentbodyareas.

ExperfimentSetups.Weusethreetypesoffwearabflesensfingde-
vficesfinthfisexperfiment:smartphone,smartwatchandShfimmer
sensor.Eachdevficefisregardedasasensorthatcontafinsatrfiaxfiafl
acceflerometer,atrfiaxfiaflgyroscopeandatrfiaxfiaflmagnetometer.
Weempfloysfixvoflunteers(fincfludfingbothmenandwomen)asthe
subjectstocoflflectthedata.Eachsubjectworeffoursensors(two
smartphones,onesmartwatchandoneShfimmersensor)onffour
dfifferentregfionsoffhfis/herbody,fi.e.,flefftupperarm,flefftwafist,rfight
wrfistandrfightankfleasshownfinFfigure3.Weconsfider27actfivfitfies
andtheflfistoffthemareshownfinTabfle1.Eachsubjectfisaskedto
conducteachactfivfityfforonemfinute.

Ffigure3:ExperfimentSetupffor WearabfleSensorDataCofl-
flectfion.

DataPreprocessfing.Thedatacoflflectedffromeachsensfingnode
contafin9sfignafls,fi.e.,threeaxesofftheacceflerometer,threeaxes
offthegyroscopeandthreeaxesoffthemagnetometer.Aflthough
dfifferentsensorshavedfifferentsampflfingrateandvafluerange,they
wereaflfldownsampfledto25Hz,andthenscafledtovafluesbetween
0.0and1.0accordfingtothefirmagnfitudes.Thedatafissegmented
wfithoutoverflapvfiaawfindowoff2seconds,whfichcorrespondsto
50pofints.TheneachsegmentfiscombfinedwfiththeFFTofffitseflff
asthefinputoffthedeepflearnfingmodefl.Therefforethefinaflsfizeoff
eachdatasegmentfinonesensfingnodefis9×50×2.
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Table 1: Activities in Wearable Sensor Dataset.

ID Activities ID Activities ID Activities
1 running 10 going downstairs and making a phone call 19 standing and washing hands
2 running in place 11 going upstairs 20 standing and wiping the blackboard
3 sitting and making a phone call 12 going upstairs and making a phone call 21 standing and wiping the table
4 sitting and keyboarding 13 standing and making a phone call 22 standing and writing
5 sitting and typing on the phone 14 standing and washing the dishes 23 standing and writing on the blackboard
6 sitting still 15 standing and keyboarding 24 walking backward
7 sitting and wiping the table 16 standing and typing on the phone 25 walking and making a phone call
8 sitting and writing 17 standing still 26 walking forward
9 going downstairs 18 standing and brushing the teeth 27 walking in place

For the traditional classification model SVM, we extract 36 fea-
tures for each of the accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer
signal on each sensor, which amounts to 432 features in total. These
36 features include mean, standard deviation, median absolute devi-
ation (MAD), median, maximum, minimum, energy, signal magni-
tude area, interquartile range of each of the x, y, and z axes, as well
as the magnitude of each signal, the angles between each signal
and its three axes, pair-wise correlation of the axes, the energy of
each signal, and each signal’s magnitude area.
Model Settings. For the experiments on wearable sensor data,
6 CNN blocks are stacked to form a sensor representation extractor
for each sensing node. For the convolutional layers, the sizes of
filters are set to 3× 5, 3× 3, 3× 3, 3× 3, 1× 3 and 1× 3 respectively.
The number of filters on each convolutional layer is set to 64. There
is no padding operation in first four CNN blocks. And the max-
pooling is leveraged to reduce the data size. For the GRU, the size of
hidden state is set to 64. For fully connected neural networks in the
Cross-Sensor Module, the size of condensed correlation vector vi
is set to 64. All the activation functions are ReLU . The dropout rate
for CNN is set to 0.8 and is 0.7 for RNN. For the hyper-parameters,
we set a = 9.0, b = 0.01, c = 10.0, β = 0.1 and γ = 0.1.

During the training process, ADAM optimization algorithm [22]
is used to optimize the parameters. The learning rate is 1e − 4.
Batch size we used is 100. We use the accuracy score as our per-
formance criteria. We implement the proposed DeepFusion model
using Tensorflow [1].
Performance Validation. In this experiment, we use left-one-
subject-out strategy for the evaluation dataset, and the average
accuracy score of all subjects is calculated as the performance mea-
sure. Table 2 shows the accuracy of all the approaches on the wear-
able sensor data. We can observe that the proposed DeepFusion
model achieves the best performance. The performance of tradi-
tional classification approach SVM is the worst. This demonstrates
the effectiveness of deep learning models for HAR task. Among
the three deep learning baselines, the accuracy of SR+WC is the
highest. The reason is that SR+WC takes into account the quality
of the data from different sensors, while DeepSense and SR+Avg
can not capture the variance in data quality across the sensors. The
proposed DeepFusion models not only different sensors’ weights
but also the relationships among sensors, and thus it can achieve
the best performance.
Learned Weight Analysis. In this experiment, we select 3 ac-
tivities (4, 9 and 15 in Table 1) as case study samples to analyze

Table 2: Performance on the Wearable Sensor Data.

Model Accuracy

SVM 0.350
DeepSense 0.862
SR+Avg 0.835
SR+WC 0.870

DeepFusion 0.905

the weights learned by our DeepFusion model. Table 3 shows the
learned weight of each sensor. As we can see, for the 4-th activity,
i.e., sitting and keyboarding, the sensor on the right wrist is assigned
the highest weight. This is because the subjects’ arms were held by
the table and their legs were kept still, and the wrist has more move-
ments than other body areas. The 9-th activity, i.e., going downstairs,
has more effect on the sensor deployed on the ankle, and thus this
sensor is assigned with the highest weight. As for the 15-th activity,
i.e., standing and keyboarding, it is different from the activity of
sitting and keyboarding. The subjects need to keep their arms in the
air and the sensors on the wrist and the upper arm are both affected
more. Therefore, the model assigns more weights to the sensors
on wrist and arm. The above experiment results illustrate that the
proposed DeepFusion model can dynamically adjust sensor weights
on different activities and thus can achieve better performance than
the approaches that treat all the sensors equally.

Comparison with DeepSense Model. Since DeepSense
model [47] and our model are both deep learning methods,
we further analyze the two models from the perspectives of
computational complexity and latency. For both models, over
96% of the calculations are conducted in CNN part. In our model,
we reduce the size of CNN feature maps layer by layer, and
thus dramatically reduce the needed calculations. To be specific,
we compare the numbers of multiplication operations in both
DeepSense model and our model. For each testing instance, the
DeepSense model needs to conduct about 341M multiplication
operations while our DeepFusion model only needs about 56M
multiplication operations, which is much smaller than DeepSense.
As for the latency evaluation, we conduct thousands of model
inferences to estimate the average inference time on the same GPU.
For DeepSense, it needs about 36ms to finish one batch. In contrast,
DeepFusion only needs around 24ms to finish the same batch. So
our model also has less latency than DeepSense.
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Table 3: The Learned Weights on the Wearable Sensor Data
Activity ID 4 9 15

Smart Watch on Right Wrist 0.276 0.228 0.273
Shimmer on Right Ankle 0.236 0.272 0.217

Smartphone on Left Upper Arm 0.245 0.256 0.260
Smartphone on Left Waist 0.243 0.243 0.250

4.3 Experiments On Device-Free Human
Activity Data

Although the device-based approaches provide an effective way to
monitor the human activities, they have many limitations due to
the extra burden and discomfort brought to the users who wear
them. To address this challenge, significant efforts are recently
made to explore device-free human activity recognition techniques
that utilizethe information collected by existing indoor wireless
infrastructures without the need for the monitored subject to carry
a dedicated device. The philosophy behind these approaches is
that the activities of a person located between a pair of wireless
devices (e.g., smartphone, laptop, WiFi access point) can be infered
by extracting and analyzing the information carried by the wireless
signal transmitted between the sender and receiver. Here each
pair of the sender and receiver provides us a unique “view” of the
observed subject.

In this section, we conduct the experiments on the device-free
human activity data collected from a real-world testbed. Specifically,
we show the experimental results and analyze the learned weights
on two datasets. The one is a homogeneous WiFi signal dataset,
and the other is a heterogeneous dataset containing both WiFi and
ultrasound signals.

Experiment Setups. In this experiment, we consider seven dif-
ferent human activities, which are shown in Table 4. There are
eight subjects (including both men and women) involved in the
data collection, and each subject is asked to take each activity for
51 seconds, and all the activities are repeated for 2 rounds.

We collect two kinds of signals: WiFi and Ultrasound. To collect
WiFi signals, we use a TP-Link AC3150 Wireless WiFi Gigabit
Router (Archer C3150 V1) to send packets to different receivers at a
constant packet transmission rate, i.e., 30 packets per second, which
is a typical transmission rate in practical wireless communication
scenarios. Each receiver is configured with Intel Wireless Link 5300
NIC, Ubuntu 11.04 LTS with 2.2.36 kernel, and Linux 802.11n CSI
extraction toolkit provided in [16]. For both 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz
radio bands, the Linux 802.11n CSI extraction toolkit can report the
CSI matrices of 30 sub-carriers. Figure 4 pictures the experiment
environment, where the positions of both transmitter and part of
receivers are marked.

In order to collect ultrasound signals, we use an Apple iPad
mini 4 as the sound generator, which transmits near-ultrasound
(i.e., 19 KHz) signals toward the subject. Since the sampling rate of
the MICs on smartphones can reach as high as 44.1 KHz, we can
use smartphones as receivers. In our experiments, three Huawei
Nexus 6P’s are used as receivers to record the ultrasound signals
reflected by the body of the subject. These receivers are deployed
at different positions in the room.

Figure 4: Experiment Setup of DeepFusion Human Activity
Recognition System. (Note that not all the receivers are cov-
ered in this image.)

Data Preprocessing. Since the proposed DeepFusion model is
able to deal with heterogeneous data, in the experiments, we in-
clude two kinds of data in this device-free scenario: WiFi signals
and Ultrasound signals. For different kinds of signals, we employ
different preprocessing approaches.

•WiFi signals. Given the powerful capability of representation
learning, in the experiments, we directly feed the rawCSI data to the
proposed DeepFusion model. Specifically, we concatenate the CSI
matrices of all the 30 sub-carriers to create a two dimensional matrix
which can take advantage of CNN to extract effective features. We
segment the CSI data without overlapping via a fixed time window
with the size of 1500ms. For each sample, we will obtain a matrix
with size of 30 × 45. In order to make the neural network trainable,
we need to normalize each sample value between 0.0 and 1.0 before
we feed it to the proposed DeepFusion model.

• Ultrasound signals. The feasibility of employing ultrasound
signals to identify human activities comes from the fact that the
phase of the received ultrasound signal will get increased/decreased
with the change of its propagation distance caused by the move-
ment of the monitored subject. Thus, we can extract the phase in-
formation through demodulating the received signals as suggested
in [43]. Assume that the transmitted signal can be represented by
T (t) = A cos(2π f t), then we can represent the received signal as
R(t) = A′ cos(2π f t − 2π f d/c), where A and A′ are the amplitude
of the transmitted and received signal respectively, f is the fre-
quency, c is the speed of sound, d is the length of the propagation
which will be influenced by the movement of the subject. Then d/c
is the propagation delay and 2π f d/c is the phase lag caused by
the propagation delay. The demodulation algorithm is to multiply
the received signal with cos(2π f t) to extract the signal around
frequency f :

A′ cos(2π f t − 2π f d/c) × cos(2π f t)

=
A′

2 (cos(−2π f d/c) + cos(4π f t − 2π f d/c)).

After pass the output signal through a low pass filter of frequency
f ′, we only keep the signal whose original frequency was between
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Table 4: Activities in Device-Free Human Activity Dataset.
ID Activities ID Activities ID Activities
1 Rotating the chair 4 Typing 7 Writing
2 Sitting during the phone call 5 Walking - -
3 Walking during the phone call 6 Sitting and wiping - -

[f − f ′, f + f ′], which captures the influence of the human move-
ment on the ultrasound signal. Using similar method, we multi-
ply the received signal with − sin(2π f t) to get A′

2 (sin(−2π f d/c)).
Then, we downsample the signal to 60 Hz and segment the signal
for every 90 points without overlapping points. Finally, we use
A′

2 (cos(−2π f d/c)) and A′

2 (sin(−2π f d/c)) as well as their FFT as
the input to the deep learning model.

4.3.1 Experiments on the Homogeneous CSI Data. Since the base-
line method DeepSense can not deal with the heterogeneous data,
we first conduct experiments on a homogeneous CSI dataset to
compare the performance of the proposed DeepFusion with that of
the baselines. In this experiment, there are twelve WiFi receivers
(considered as 12 sensors or views).
Model Settings. In this experiment, 3 CNN blocks are stacked to
form a sensor representation extractor for each sensing node. For
all the convolutional layers, the sizes of filters are all set to 3 × 3.
The number of filters on each convolutional layer is set to 64. And
the max-pooling is leveraged after each CNN block to reshape the
input data. For the GRU, the size of hidden state is set to 128. For
fully connected neural network in Cross-Sensor Module, the size
of condensed correlation vector vi is set to 64. All the activation
functions are ReLU . The dropout rate for CNN is set to 0.8 and is
0.5 for RNN. For the hyper-parameters, we set a = 19.0, b = 0.1,
c = 1.0, β = 0.6 and γ = 0.4.

During the training process, ADAM optimization algorithm [22]
is used to optimize the parameters. The learning rate is 1e−4. Batch
size we used is 100. We first shuffle all the samples and split the
datasets into training, validation and testing sets with the ratio
0.8 : 0.1 : 0.1. Validation set is only used to select the best set of
parameters.
Performance Validation. The accuracy of all the approaches on
the CSI dataset is reported in Table 5. We can observe that the
results are similar to that on the wearable sensor data. The tradi-
tional classification approach SVM has the lowest accuracy and our
proposed DeepFusion model achieves the best performance. This
further demonstrates the advantages of the deep learning models
for HAR task. The results in Table 5 also confirm that taking into
account different sensors’ weights and the relationships among
them can help improve the recognition performance.

Table 5: Performance on the CSI Dataset.
Model Accuracy

SVM 0.520
DeepSense 0.860
SR+Avg 0.833
SR+WC 0.865

DeepFusion 0.908

Learned Weight Analysis. One of the DeepFusion’s advantages
is its ability to interpret the importance of each sensor through
analyzing the learned weights. Intuitively, the learned weight on
each sensor should be related to the individual performance of this
sensor. To validate this point, we conduct experiments using the
CSI data of each single sensor. Specifically, we first calculate the
accuracy and the learned weight on each sensor, and then analyze
the relationship between them. The results are shown in Figure 5,
in which each point represents a sensor. X- denotes the accuracy
of each sensor, and Y- is the learned weight by DeepFusion. We
can observe that the accuracies on different sensors are different,
which demonsrates that different sensors have different degrees of
contributions for the HAR task. Ideally, the learned weights should
be positively related to the accuracies on individual sensors. The
results in Figure 5 show that the sensors with higher accuracy are
mostly assigned with higher weights by DeepFusion. This confirms
that the weights derived by DeepFusion truthfully reflect the quality
of sensors.
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Figure 5: The Relationship between Weights and Accuracy
on the CSI Dataset.

4.3.2 Experiments on the Heterogeneous Data. In order to demon-
strate DeepFusion’s ability of combining heterogeneous inputs, in
this section, we conduct experiments on a heterogeneous dataset.
Specifically, we set up four WiFi sensors and three ultrasound sen-
sors, and evaluate the performance of the proposed and baseline
models.
Model Settings. In this experiment, there are two kinds of signals:
WiFi and ultrasound. The setting of WiFi sensors remains the same
as aforementioned. For the ultrasound sensors, the filter sizes of
convolutional layers are set as 6 × 2. Similarly, the max-pooling is
also used among CNN blocks.
Performance Validation. In this experiment, we do not include
DeepSense as a baseline, since it cannot deal with heterogeneous
inputs. To evaluate the effectiveness of DeepFusion on the hetero-
geneous data, we conduct three experiments. The first two experi-
ments employ all the approaches separately onWiFi and ultrasound
signals, and the third experiment is done on the combined dataset.
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Tabfle6:ComparfisonontheHeterogeneousData.

Modefl
Accuracy

WfiFfi Ufltrasound Heterogeneous

SVM 0.450 0.410 0.528
SR+Avg 0.713 0.623 0.833
SR+WC 0.795 0.635 0.835
DeepFusfion 0.813 0.633 0.885

Tabfle6showstheresufltsoffaflfltheapproachesonthethree
datasets.Onthehomogeneous WfiFfidataset,DeepFusfioncan
achfievethebestperfformance,whfichfisfinaccordancewfiththe
resufltsshownfinTabfle5.Ontheufltrasounddataset,thereareonfly
threesensors,andtheoveraflflquaflfityoffthesesensorsfisflowerthan
thatoffWfiFfisensors.Thus,theoveraflflperfformanceontheufltra-
sounddatasetfisworsethanthatontheWfiFfidataset,andthfisbrfings
negatfiveeffectwhenDeepFusfioncaflcuflatesthecross-sensorvector
rcv.Neverthefless,DeepFusfionstfiflflobtafinscomparabfleaccuracy
comparedwfithSR+WCthatdoesnotconsfiderthereflatfionshfips
amongsensors.
Ontheheterogeneousdatasetcombfinfingaflflthesevensensors’

data,theresufltshavesfimfiflarpatternsasthosefinTabfle5.They
confirmthattheproposedDeepFusfionmodeflcaneffectfiveflyrecog-
nfizethecharacterfistficsoffactfivfitfiesffromdfifferenttypesoffsfignafls.
Aflso,theoveraflflperfformanceoffaflfltheapproachesfisbetterthan
thatonthetwohomogeneousdatasets.Thfisfimpflfiesthat,though
theoveraflflquaflfityoffufltrasoundsfignaflsfisflow,theystfiflflcontafin
compflementaryfinfformatfionthatcanheflpthemodefltofimprove
thepredfictfionaccuracy.

Learned WefightAnaflysfis.Todemonstratethereasonabfleness
offtheflearnedwefightsbytheDeepFusfionmodefl,weshowthe
reflatfionshfipbetweentheflearnedwefightandaccuracyoneachfindfi-
vfiduaflsensorfinFfigure6.Wecanobservethatontheheterogeneous
dataset,therearetwohfigh-quaflfitysensors.Correspondfingfly,Deep-
Fusfionassfignsthemhfigherwefights.Thfisagafinconfirmsthatthe
proposedDeepFusfionmodeflfisabfletoautomatficaflflycapturethe
quaflfityoffdfifferentsensors.Inffact,fitaflsoprovesthatDeepFusfion
canprovfideahfigh-fleveflfinterpretabfiflfityfforthefinaflpredfictfion.As
canbeseenfinFfigure6,theflearnedwefightsarehfighflycorreflated
wfiththeperfformanceofffindfivfiduaflsensors.Thus,wecanconcflude
thattheproposedDeepFusfioncanflearnreasonabflewefightseven
wfithdataffromheterogeneoussensors.

5 RELATEDWORK

Theprobflemandmethodoflogfiespresentedfinthfispaperarehfighfly
reflatedtotheffoflflowfingtworesearchareas:humanactfivfityrecog-
nfitfionandmufltfi-sensorffusfion.

5.1 HumanActfivfityRecognfitfion

Humanactfivfityrecognfitfionhasbeenahottopficfforqufiteaflong
tfime.Thehumanactfivfityrecognfitfionsystemscanberoughflydfi-
vfidedfintothreecategorfies:vfisfionbasedmethod[7,32],wear-
abflesensorbasedmethod[6,20]anddevfice-ffreemethod[2–
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4,12,15,19,23,24,26,33,36,38,39,42,44].

Ffigure6:TheReflatfionshfipbetween WefightsandAccuracy
ontheHeterogeneousDataset.

Inourpaper,weappflyourmodefltobothwearabflesensor-based
anddevfice-ffreeactfivfityrecognfitfion.Orthogonafltotheseprevfious
work,whfichusesonflyonekfindoffsensororcombfinemufltfipfle
sensorsfinanafiveway,weexpfloretofimprovethehumanactfivfity
recognfitfionthoughffusfingmufltfipfleheterogeneoussensors’data,
whfichcanbenefitawfidespectrumoffIoTappflficatfions.

5.2 Mufltfi-SensorFusfion

Sensorffusfionfisthetechnfiquethatfinvoflvesgatherfingandcombfin-
fingfinfformatfionffrommufltfipflesensorsfinordertoprovfidebetter
finfformatfionffortargetdetectfionorrecognfitfion.Theffusfionmethods
canbedfivfidedfintoefithersfignafl,ffeatureordecfisfionfleveflffusfion[8].
Tradfitfionaflsensorffusfionmethodsfincfludeprobabfiflfistficffusfion,evfi-
dentfiaflbeflfieffreasonfing,ffuzzyreasonfing,possfibfiflfistficffusfion,rough
setbasedffusfion,randomsettheoretficffusfion,hybrfidffusfion,etc[21].
Recentfly,neuraflnetworkbasedmethodsareappflfiedtothesensor

ffusfionprobflemsbecauseofffitsnon-flfinearffeaturerepresentatfion,
seflff-flearnfingadaptabfiflfityandparaflfleflprocessfing[9].[9,25,27]
modeflthesensorffusfionprobflemswfithaffuflfly-connectedneuraflnet-
work,whfichhowevercannotdeaflwfithfinputffromheterogeneous
sensors.Deepmufltfimodaflencoderfisusedtoflearnthesharedrep-
resentatfionffrommufltfipflesensfingmodaflfitfies[17,28,31,34,40,48].
Mostoffthesedeepmodeflsmafinflyusetheparametersharfingarchfi-
tecturetoflearnthejofintrepresentatfion.Incontrast,wecombfine
therepresentatfionoffeachsensoraccordfingtonotonflythereflatfive
sfignfificanceoffeachsensorbutaflsothecorreflatfionamongdfifferent
sensors,whfichcannotbecapturedbyexfistfingwork.Inaddfitfion,
DeepSense[47]fisaunfifiedmodefltoffusemufltfipflesfimfiflarsensors
tosoflvebothcflassfificatfionandregressfionprobflems.Itexpflofitsthe
finteractfionsamongsensorsandachfievesstate-off-the-artperffor-
mance.Asshownbytheexperfimentresuflts,ourmodefloutperfforms
DeepSensefinthreeaspects.Ffirst,ourmodeflfisabfletohandflehet-
erogeneoussensordataduetofitsflexfibflearchfitecture.Second,our
modefltakesthevaryfingquaflfityoffdfifferentsensorsfintoconsfidera-
tfionwhereDeepSensetreatseverysfingflesensorequaflfly.Thfird,our
modeflfincorporatesthecross-sensorcorreflatfionswhficharefignored
byDeepSense.

6 CONCLUSIONS

TheproflfifferatfionoffvarfiousIoTsystemshaveffacfiflfitatedabroad
spectrumoffcflassfificatfionandrecognfitfionappflficatfionsfinwhfich
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the same object can be monitored by multiple different types of
sensing devices, each of which can be regarded as a unique infor-
mation source. To unleash the power of such multi-sensor informa-
tion, in this paper, we propose a unified deep learning framework,
named DeepFusion, to extract informative features from hetero-
geneous sensory data. In order to improve the performance of
classification/recognition tasks, the proposed DeepFusion model is
able to combine the complementary information of multiple sen-
sors by incorporating both the weighted-combination features and
cross-sensor features. For validation, two real-world human activ-
ity recognition testbeds are built using commercialized wearable
and wireless devices. Experimental results on the collected activity
datasets justify the effectiveness of our proposed DeepFusion model
for the fusion of heterogeneous sensory data.
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